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Abstract During the past decades, electronic commerce, especially in the 
business-to-consumer (B2C) context, has emerged as a popular research 
topic in information systems (IS). However, this research has traditionally 
been dominated by the consumer focus instead of the business focus of 
online stores. In this explorative study, we aim to address this gap in prior 
research by identifying the most typical sales patterns of online stores 
operating in the B2C context. By segmenting the monthly sales time series 
of 399 online stores with time series clustering, we are able to identify four 
approximately equally sized segments, of which two are characterised by a 
clear upward or downward trend in the sales and two are characterised by 
strong seasonal sales variation. We also investigate the potential segment 
differences in terms of several key business and technical parameters as 
well as discuss more broadly the applicability of time series clustering to 
IS.  
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1 Introduction 
 
During the past decades, electronic commerce, especially in the business-to-consumer 
(B2C) context, has emerged as a popular research topic in information systems (IS). 
However, the prior studies on the topic have traditionally been dominated by the 
consumer focus, such as the factors affecting online consumer behaviour (e.g., Perea y 
Monsuwé, Dellaert & de Ruyter, 2004; Chang, Cheung & Lai, 2005; Cheung, Chan & 
Limayem, 2005) and the segmentations of online consumers, based either on self-reported 
survey data (e.g., Brown, Pope & Voges, 2003; Swinyard & Smith, 2003; Kau, Tang & 
Ghose, 2003; Bhatnagar & Ghose, 2004a, 2004b; Rohm & Swaminathan, 2004; 
Brengman et al., 2005; Allred, Smith & Swinyard, 2006; Barnes et al., 2007; 
Soopramanien & Robertson, 2007) or on click-stream data about the actual visits in online 
stores (e.g., Moe, 2003; Su & Chen, 2015). In contrast, the business focus of online stores 
has traditionally gained far less attention. For example, whereas various segmentations 
exist for online consumers based on their purchase behaviour, no such segmentations have 
been developed for online stores based on their sales patterns. 
 
In this explorative study, we aim to address this gap in prior research by identifying the 
most typical sales patterns of online stores operating in the B2C context. With a sales 
pattern, we refer to the temporal variation in the aggregate sales of an online store across 
all its sold items. Based on our review of prior literature, we find this study to be the first 
of its kind. Of course, sales patterns (or sales variation) as such have been investigated in 
several prior studies (e.g., Geurts, 1988). However, these studies have traditionally aimed 
at forecasting the future sales of an individual item or store instead of investigating the 
past sales of a wider sample of stores and identifying typicalities in them. Or those studies 
that done this, have done it only in the context of traditional offline retailing (e.g., Carman 
& Figueroa, 1986). We see that this kind of an investigation and identification can be 
highly valuable in both theoretical and practical respects. First, it helps us to better 
understand the characteristics of online markets and, for example, to anticipate the 
upcoming seasonal sales peaks, which can be considered important especially for logistic 
and payment service providers in terms of proper resource allocation. Second, if we are 
able to find causal explanations for the emergence of specific sales patterns, or at least 
associate them with specific business and technical parameters of the stores, we may be 
able to offer the stores competitive advantage by suggesting what kind of strategies help 
them to move away from sales patterns that are likely to be perceived as mostly negative 
(e.g., decreasing sales and strong seasonal sales variation) and towards sales patterns that 
are likely to be perceived as more positive (e.g., increasing and more stable sales). 
 
We conduct the study in two phases by analysing the data collected from 399 online stores 
operating mainly in the Finnish market. In the first phase, we segment the stores based on 
their monthly sales time series from January 2016 to December 2017 by using time series 
clustering. In the second phase, we investigate the potential segment differences in terms 
of several key business and technical parameters. 
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The paper proceeds as follows. After this introductory section, Section 2 briefly discusses 
the basics of time series clustering, which has remained a rarely used data analytics 
method in IS. After this, we will describe the methodology and results of the study in 
Sections 3 and 4. The results will be discussed in more detail in Section 5, which also 
discusses more broadly the applicability of time series clustering to IS. Finally, Section 6 
describes the main limitations of the study and proposes some potential paths of future 
research. 
 
2 Time Series Clustering 
 
As mentioned above, time series clustering has remained a rarely used data analytics 
method in IS. However, it has been commonly used in other disciplines and domains, 
such as finance and signal processing. Literature reviews on time series clustering are 
provided, for example, by Liao (2005), Fu (2011), as well as Aghabozorgi, Shirkhorshidi, 
and Wah (2015). 
 
Clustering, in general, refers a statistical technique in which objects are grouped together 
so that they have maximum similarity (or minimum dissimilarity) with the objects in the 
same group, but minimum similarity (or maximum dissimilarity) with the objects in the 
other groups. Time series clustering, in turn, refers to a specific case of clustering in which 
the grouped objects are time series consisting of multiple data points in a chronological 
order (Liao, 2005; Aghabozorgi, Shirkhorshidi & Wah, 2015). Time series clustering can 
be divided into three main types (Aghabozorgi, Shirkhorshidi & Wah, 2015): (1) whole 
time series clustering, (2) subsequence time series clustering, and (3) time point 
clustering. Of these, whole time series clustering refers to the clustering of a set of 
separate time series by considering the similarity or dissimilarity of the time series as a 
whole, whereas subsequence time series clustering and time point clustering refer to the 
clustering of a set of sub-sequences or time points from a single time series. In this paper, 
we will concentrate only on whole time series clustering. 
 
The typical process of whole time series clustering can be divided into four main phases 
(Aghabozorgi, Shirkhorshidi & Wah, 2015): (1) the selection of a representation method, 
(2) the selection of a distance measure, (3) the selection of a clustering algorithm, and (4) 
the evaluation of the clustering solution. First, the dimensionality of the raw time series 
is typically reduced by using a representation method, which can be divided into data 
adaptive, data non-adaptive, model based, and data dictated approaches (Aghabozorgi, 
Shirkhorshidi & Wah, 2015). The purpose of this phase is to reduce both the memory and 
computation requirements of the following phases as well as to filter out outliers and 
noise. 
 
Second, the similarity or dissimilarity of the time series is calculated by using the selected 
distance measure. Its selection depends on the characteristics of the time series, the 
selected representation method, and the overall objective of the clustering, which may be 
to find similar time series in terms of time, shape, or change (Aghabozorgi, Shirkhorshidi 
& Wah, 2015). The distance measures can be divided into shape-based, comparison-
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based, feature-based, and model-based measures, of which the shape-based measures, 
especially the Euclidean distance and the dynamic time warping (DTW) distance, are 
currently the most commonly used ones (Aghabozorgi, Shirkhorshidi & Wah, 2015). The 
Euclidean distance is suitable for finding similar time series in terms of time, meaning 
that the potential patterns in the time series must occur synchronously. For example, if 
there are sales peaks in the sales time series of two online stores, the sales time series are 
considered similar only if the sales peaks occur at the same time. In contrast, the DTW 
distance is suitable for finding similar time series in terms of shape, meaning that the 
potential patterns in the time series may occur asynchronously. For example, in the 
aforementioned case of two online stores, it would not be necessary for the sales peaks to 
occur at the same time in order for the sales time series to be considered similar. 
 
Third, after the distances between the clustered objects have been calculated, the selected 
clustering algorithm can be applied. On a general level, there are six main clustering 
methods (Aghabozorgi, Shirkhorshidi & Wah, 2015): (1) hierarchical clustering, (2) 
partitioning clustering, (3) model-based clustering, (4) grid-based clustering, (5) density-
based clustering, and (6) multi-step clustering. Of these, hierarchical and partitioning 
clustering are currently the most commonly used ones (Xu & Wunsch, 2005). On a more 
specific level, each clustering method is realised by one or more clustering algorithms. 
For example, hierarchical clustering can be conducted by using either an agglomerative 
or divisive algorithm. In the agglomerative algorithm, each object first forms its own 
cluster, which are then merged together in a bottom-up fashion. In contrast, in the divisive 
algorithm, all the objects first form one large cluster, which is then split into smaller 
clusters in a top-down fashion. The weakness of both these algorithms is that after 
conducting a merge or split, the resulting clusters cannot be anymore adjusted. In turn, 
partitioning clustering first forms k number of clusters (the value of k is pre-assigned 
before conducting the clustering) and then groups the objects into them so that each 
cluster finally contains at least one object. The grouping is based on minimising the 
distance of the objects from the cluster centre. The two most common algorithms for 
partitioning clustering are k-means and k-medoids, which differ in their definition of the 
cluster centre. In k-means, the cluster centre is the cluster centroid (i.e., the average of all 
the clustered objects), whereas in k-medoids, the cluster centre is the cluster medoid (i.e., 
a prototype object near the cluster centre). Because of this difference, k-medoids is 
typically more robust against outliers than k-means. The most common realisation of k-
medoids is the partitioning around medoids (PAM) algorithm (Kaufman & Rousseeuw, 
1990). 
 
Fourth, the goodness of the resulting clustering solution is evaluated statistically by using 
either external or internal indices as well as by considering its interpretability in terms of 
both theory and practice. External indices compare the resulting clustering solution to an 
ideal clustering solution, which is typically crafted by human experts. In contrast, internal 
indices evaluate the goodness of the resulting clustering solution based only on the 
information inherent in the clustered data and the clustering objectives. One of the most 
commonly used internal indices is the silhouette width (Rousseeuw, 1987), which 
evaluates both tightness or cohesion (i.e., how similar an object is to the objects in its own 
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cluster) and separation (how different an object is from the objects in the other clusters). 
The silhouette width varies from -1 to 1, in which negative values indicate a bad fit to a 
cluster and positive values indicate a good fit to a cluster. In addition to individual objects, 
the silhouette width can also be used to evaluate the goodness of individual clusters by 
calculating their average silhouette widths as well as the goodness of the whole clustering 
solution by calculating the overall average silhouette width. 
 
3 Methodology 
 
The data for this study was collected from 399 online stores, and it covers both their 
monthly sales time series from January 2016 to December 2017 as well as their key 
business and technical parameters at the end of January 2018. The data collection was 
conducted in co-operation with a Finnish electronic commerce platform provider, which 
uses a platform-as-a-service (PaaS) model to provide its customers an electronic 
commerce platform for operating the stores. The participating stores operated mainly in 
the Finnish market but in several product and service segments, such as clothing, 
jewellery and accessories, health and beauty, home and garden, sport and hobby, food 
and beverage, electronics, as well as automotive. All the stores had to fulfil three criteria 
in order to take part in the study. First, each store had to be first opened before January 
2015. Second, each store had to be still open at the end of January 2018. Third, each store 
had to have at least one sales transaction per month. The first two criteria were intended 
to ensure that all the stores had been open for the whole two-year period from which the 
sales data was collected and that no store had opened just before or closed just after the 
period. In other words, all the stores had more or less an equal status in terms of being 
relatively mature stores, which had been in business for some time before and were not 
about to go out of business immediately after the two-year period. The third criterion was 
intended to ensure that there was an adequate amount of data to be analysed from each 
store. 
 
In the sales time series, the sales were measured as both sales volume (the number of sales 
transactions) and sales value (the value of sales transactions). Of these, this study 
concentrates only on the sales measured as sales volume, but the implications of 
measuring the sales as sales value are addressed in the limitations. The median monthly 
sales of the stores ranged from a minimum of three transactions or 108 € to a maximum 
of 9,545 transactions or 927,476 €, with the median monthly sales of the whole sample 
being 34 transactions or 2,935 €. The key business and technical parameters of the stores 
covered their number of items, item variations, item categories, item images, campaigns, 
campaign items, banners, payment methods, shipping methods, customers, e-mail 
subscribers, and SMS subscribers. Of these, customers refer to the registered customers 
of the store, while the e-mail and SMS subscribers refer to the subscribers of the store 
newsletters via either electronic mail or short message service (SMS). 
 
The time series clustering was conducted by using the TSclust version 1.2.4 and cluster 
version 2.0.6 packages of R (Montero & Vilar, 2014). When conducting the time series 
clustering, no representation method was used, but the sales time series were standardised 
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so that the sales of each store were measured as standard deviations from its mean sales. 
This way the differences in the average sales of the stores did not affect the clustering. As 
a distance metric, we used DTW because we were interested in similarities in terms of 
shape rather than similarities in terms of time. In turn, as a clustering algorithm, we used 
PAM. The statistical evaluation of the clustering solutions was based on the silhouette 
widths, which evaluate both tightness or cohesion and separation. Because not all the 
assumptions for parametric testing (e.g., normality and homoscedasticity) were met by 
the data, the statistical significance of the potential cluster differences were investigated 
by using the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis (1952) tests and Dunn’s (1961, 1964) tests 
with the Bonferroni correction for multiple testing. These were both conducted by using 
the dunn.test version 1.3.5 package of R. 
 
4 Results 
 
The results are reported in the following two sub-sections, of which the first focuses on 
finding the proper clustering solution and the second focuses on the potential cluster 
differences. 
 
4.1 Clustering Solution 
 
As mentioned above, the statistical evaluation of the clustering solutions and the selection 
of the suitable number of clusters (k) was based on the silhouette widths. The overall 
average silhouette widths of the clustering solutions with different values of k are reported 
in the silhouette plots presented in Figure 1. As can be seen, the overall average silhouette 
widths of the clustering solutions dropped sharply when the value of k exceeded four, 
suggesting that either a two-cluster, a three-cluster, or a four-cluster solution would be 
the most suitable one in strictly statistical terms. Of these, after considering also the 
interpretability of each solution, we decided to select the four-cluster solution because it 
was seen to give the best insight into the typical sales patterns of online stores in terms of 
not only the general trend in the sales but also the more specific seasonal sales variation. 
The silhouette plot of this four-cluster solution, which also reports both the size and the 
average silhouette width of each cluster, is presented in Figure 2. As can be seen, the sizes 
of all the four clusters were approximately equal. However, both the average silhouette 
widths of the clusters and the overall average silhouette width of the whole clustering 
solution remained relatively low, and all the clusters contained also objects with a 
negative silhouette width. This suggests that not all the clustered objects really fitted any 
of the four clusters. This cannot be seen as particularly surprising when considering that 
we were clustering real-life data in which the sales time series of individual stores were 
likely to vary considerably. 
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Figure 1: Overall average silhouette widths of the clustering solutions 

 

 
Figure 2: Silhouette widths and cluster sizes of the four-cluster solution 
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Figure 3: Time series selected as the cluster medoid and with the highest silhouette widths 

 
Figure 3 illustrates the four-cluster solution by presenting the for each cluster the sales 
time series selected as the cluster medoid and three additional sales time series with the 
highest silhouette widths. These represent the most typical sales patterns of each cluster. 
In the case of the first cluster, the cluster medoid is the fourth sales time series with the 
lowest silhouette width, whereas in the case of the other three clusters, the cluster medoid 
is the first sales time series with the highest silhouette width. The black curve represents 
the standardised monthly sales. In order to smooth local variations, also a blue LOESS 
curve and its 95 % confidence interval are presented (Cleveland, 1979; Cleveland & 
Devlin, 1988). As can be seen, there are considerable differences between the four 
clusters. The typical sales time series in the first cluster have a clear downward trend, 
whereas the typical sales time series in the fourth cluster have a clear upward trend. In 
contrast, the typical sales time series in the remaining two clusters are characterised by 
strong seasonal variation. In the case of the second cluster, there seems to be a sharp sales 
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peak timed at around Christmas, whereas in the case of the third cluster, the sales peaks 
seem to be less sharp and timed at the summer months. However, most importantly, in 
both these latter cases, the sales time series lack a clear upward or downward trend. 
 
4.2 Cluster Differences 
 
Table 1 reports the medians of 14 store parameters for the whole sample and for each of 
the four clusters as well as the differences between the sample median and the cluster 
medians in percentages. The store parameters include the monthly sales measured as both 
sales volume (N) and sales value (€) as well as the 12 key business and technical 
parameters. Respectively, Table 2 reports the results of the Kruskal-Wallis tests and the 
Dunn’s tests that were used to investigate the statistical significance of the differences in 
the cluster medians. 
 

Table 1: Sample and cluster medians of the store parameters 
 
Store parameter All Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 

Median Median Difference Median Difference Median Difference Median Difference 
Monthly sales 
(N) 34 27 -21 % 30 -12 % 31 -9 % 68 +100 % 

Monthly sales (€) 2,935 2,008 -32 % 1,937 -34 % 3,537 +21 % 6,230 +112 % 
Items 329 225 -32 % 241 -27 % 425 +29 % 770 +134 % 
Item variations 167 109 -35 % 152 -9 % 141 -16 % 214 +28 % 
Item categories 43 33 -23 % 32 -26 % 47 +9 % 61 +42 % 
Item images 679 539 -21 % 629 -7 % 614 -10 % 1,629 +140 % 
Campaigns 6 5 -17 % 5 -17 % 5 -17 % 8 +33 % 
Campaign items 101 62 -39 % 94 -7 % 94 -7 % 187 +85 % 
Banners 10 7 -30 % 10 0 % 8 -20 % 23 +130 % 
Payment methods 3 2 -33 % 3 0 % 3 0 % 3 0 % 
Shipping 
methods 5 4 -20 % 6 +20 % 5 0 % 6 +20 % 

Customers 494 485 -2 % 383 -22 % 429 -13 % 710 +44 % 
E-mail 
subscribers 412 436 +6 % 358 -13 % 355 -14 % 646 +57 % 

SMS subscribers 207 206 0 % 180 -13 % 189 -9 % 275 +33 % 
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Table 2: Results of the Kruskal-Wallis tests and the Dunn’s tests 

(*** = p < 0.001, ** = p < 0.01, * = p < 0.05, n.s. = statistically not significant) 
 

Store parameter Kruskal-Wallis test Dunn’s tests 
H df p 1 vs. 2 1 vs. 3 1 vs. 4 2 vs. 3 2 vs. 4 3 vs. 4 

Monthly sales (N) 493.009 3 *** n.s. n.s. *** n.s. *** *** 
Monthly sales (€) 656.341 3 *** n.s. *** *** *** *** *** 
Items 18.921 3 *** n.s. n.s. *** n.s. ** n.s. 
Item variations 3.749 3 n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Item categories 15.740 3 *** n.s. n.s. ** n.s. ** n.s. 
Item images 18.145 3 *** n.s. n.s. *** n.s. * * 
Campaigns 7.839 3 * n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Campaign items 9.828 3 * n.s. n.s. * n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Banners 24.578 3 *** n.s. n.s. *** n.s. ** ** 
Payment methods 7.226 3 n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Shipping methods 13.509 3 *** ** n.s. ** n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Customers 9.031 3 * n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. * 
E-mail subscribers 9.843 3 * n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. * 
SMS subscribers 5.755 3 n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 

 
As can be seen, statistically significant differences between the clusters were found in 
terms of all the store parameters except for the number of item variations, payment 
methods, and SMS subscribers. Most of the differences concerned the fourth cluster, 
which was found to have higher monthly sales measured as both sales volume and sales 
value as well as a higher number of item images and banners in comparison to all the 
other clusters. The fourth cluster was also found to have a higher number of items and 
item categories in comparison to the first and second cluster, a higher number of campaign 
items and shipping methods in comparison to the first cluster, and a higher number of 
customers and e-mail subscribers in comparison to the third cluster. In addition, a few 
differences were found between the other three clusters, of which the second cluster was 
found to have a higher number of shipping methods in comparison to the first cluster, 
whereas the third cluster was found to have higher monthly sales measured as sales value 
in comparison to the first and second cluster. 
 
5 Discussion and Conclusions 
 
In this explorative study, we aimed at identifying the most typical sales patterns of online 
stores operating in the B2C context. By segmenting the monthly sales time series of 399 
online stores with time series clustering, we were able to identify four approximately 
equally sized segments, each with its characteristic sales pattern. Two of the segments 
were characterised by a clear upward or downward trend in the sales, whereas the other 
two segments were characterised by strong seasonal sales variation. In one of the 
segments, the seasonal sales peaks lasted for about three or four months and were timed 
at the summer months, whereas in the other segment, they only lasted for about one or 
two months and were timed at around Christmas. However, most importantly, the two 
latter segments lacked a similar clear upward or downward trend in the sales that was 
found in the two former segments, meaning that the sales of the stores stayed about the 
same each year. Therefore, if the stores are aiming at increasing their sales in the long-
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term, it seems that they are likely to benefit from strategies that decrease their short-term 
sales variation. The explanation for this finding is most likely linked to the differences 
between the segments in terms of risk perceptions and investment propensity, which are 
traditionally expected to be inversely related (Caballero, 1991). The stores with low 
seasonal sales variation obviously operate in a more certain business environment, which 
can be expected to have a positive effect on their investment propensity and result in 
increased sales if the return on investment is positive (or decreased sales if the return on 
investment is negative). In contrast, the stores with high seasonal sales variation 
obviously operate in a more uncertain business environment, which can be expected to 
have a negative effect on their investment propensity and hinder their growth. For 
example, whereas the stores with steady sales have the chance to both identify the 
potential changes in their economic environment and assess their return on investment 
throughout the year, the stores with seasonal sales can typically do this only during the 
on-peak months. During the off-peak months, they can often only speculate with the 
future while waiting and preparing for the next sales peak. 
 
In addition, we investigated the potential differences between the online stores in each 
segment in terms of several store parameters. Here, especially the fourth segment was 
found to differ considerably from the other three segments. For example, the stores in the 
fourth segment were found to have higher monthly sales measured as both sales volume 
and sales value. Of course, this cannot be seen as particularly surprising when considering 
the clear upward trend in their sales. In addition, the stores in the fourth segment were 
found to be forerunners in terms of several other key business and technical parameters. 
These latter differences can be considered from two perspectives. 
 
On one hand, the differences between the stores in the fourth segment as well as the stores 
in the second and third segment can be seen as providing insights on the business and 
technical parameters that are most closely associated with the reduction of seasonal sales 
variation. For example, the stores in the fourth segment were found to have a higher 
number of items and item categories in their selection, especially in comparison to the 
stores in the second segment. This can be expected to offer them more opportunities for 
diversification in terms of having in their selection also items with less seasonal sales 
patterns or at least items with different kinds of seasonal sales patterns. The outcomes of 
this diversification are likely to be seen also in the fact that the stores in the fourth segment 
were found to have more banners and item images on their site as well as more registered 
customers and e-mail subscribers, especially in comparison to the stores in the third 
segment. After all, a more diverse item selection is likely to attract more customers to 
register to the store and subscribe to its newsletters. Respectively, a more diverse item 
selection not only offers the store more opportunities but also requires it to have more 
item images on its site and use more banner advertisement in order to gain attention for 
the individual items in its vast selection. 
 
On the other hand, the differences between the stores in the fourth segment and the stores 
in the first segment can be seen as providing insights on the business and technical 
parameters that are most closely associated with having an upward rather than a 
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downward trend in the sales. Many of these differences concerned the same parameters 
that were already discussed above. For example, the stores in the fourth segment were 
found to have more items and item categories in their selection as well as more item 
images and banners on their site also in comparison to the stores in the first segment. This 
would seem to suggest that these parameters are closely associated with not only reducing 
seasonal sales variation but also promoting the overall sales of the stores. This suggestion 
is supported by several prior studies. For example, the width and depth of the item 
selection have been found important especially from the perspective of capitalising the 
so-called “long tail” phenomenon (Anderson, 2006), which states that in many online 
stores, a considerable share of the sales comes not only from a few top items sold in high 
quantities but also from numerous niche items sold in low quantities individually, but in 
high quantities collectively. In turn, item images have been found important particularly 
in terms of promoting the flow of online shopping, the perceived usefulness of the stores, 
and the return intention to the stores through improved perceived diagnosticity (Jiang & 
Benbasat, 2004, 2007), whereas banner advertising has been found to positively affect 
purchase probabilities especially in the case of current customers (Manchanda et al., 
2006). In addition, differences were found in the number of campaign items and shipping 
methods, which were also found to be higher in the stores belonging to the fourth segment 
in comparison to the stores belonging to the first segment. These can be seen to highlight 
especially the importance of active marketing as well as offering consumers a wide range 
of alternatives in terms of delivering the purchased items. Interestingly, the range of 
alternatives in terms of paying for the purchased items seemed not to be as important. 
 
In addition to the aforementioned theoretical and practical insights concerning electronic 
commerce and online stores in particular, this study also contributes to IS research in 
general by providing an illustrative case example of a data analytics method for 
investigating the temporal dimension of various IS phenomena, which has often been 
overlooked in prior IS studies. For example, although time unarguably plays an important 
part in phenomena like technology acceptance and use, most prior studies, such as the 
numerous applications and extensions of the technology acceptance model (TAM) by 
Davis (1989) and the unified theory of acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) by 
Venkatesh et al. (2003), have examined them only by using cross-sectional data collected 
at a single time point instead of longitudinal data collected at multiple time points. By 
analysing this kind of temporal data with time series clustering or other corresponding 
data analytics methods, more rigorous, relevant, and richer arguments can typically be 
made on the causalities concerning the phenomenon in question. For example, instead of 
treating IS usage as a simple dichotomous construct by dividing individuals into users 
and non-users, also the more complex differences in their temporal usage patterns can be 
considered. Therefore, backed by our positive experiences from this study, we strongly 
encourage their usage in future IS studies. 
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6 Limitations and Future Research 
 
We consider this study to have three main limitations. First, the analysed sales time series 
covered only a two-year period and were collected only from online stores operating 
mainly in the Finnish market. Therefore, it is impossible to say anything about the sales 
patters that exceed this two-year period or how generalisable the sales patterns found in 
this study are to other markets. Even the external validity of our sample to the Finnish 
market remains difficult to assess because although the 399 online stores included both 
very small and very large stores in the Finnish scale, there does not exist any reference 
statistics on the total number of online stores operating in the Finnish market or on their 
distributions in terms of sales volume and sales value. Second, we were not able to obtain 
from the partnering electronic commerce platform provider longitudinal data on the key 
business and technical parameters from the two-year period but only cross-sectional data 
from January 2018. Therefore, we can only make associative rather than causal claims on 
the relationships between the store parameters and the store sales. Third, we were also 
not able to obtain from the partnering electronic commerce platform provider data on 
whether all the stores had been open for the whole two-year period or whether some of 
them had been temporarily closed, for example, due to maintenance. This data could have 
obviously been used as a valuable control variable in our study. However, although such 
temporary suspensions were possible, we do not believe that any of them were 
particularly long-lasting because all the stores participating in the study had to have at 
least one sales transaction per month. 
 
Finally, it should be noted that in addition to clustering the sales time series in which the 
sales were measured as sales volume, we also replicated the clustering with the sales time 
series in which the sales were measured as sales value. This resulted in a three-cluster 
solution, in which the first three clusters were more or less identical to the ones of the 
aforementioned four-cluster solution, but the fourth cluster with the clear upward sales 
trend was missing. This would seem to suggest that even though some stores were able 
to grow their sales in terms of sales volume, this did not necessarily result in a similar 
growth in sales in terms of sales value, potentially due to the price erosion associated with 
the growing sales volumes. Whether such price erosion actually exists and how severe a 
problem it is for online stores, would be an interesting and important topic of future 
studies. 
 
Another potential path of future research would be to concentrate more precisely on the 
causal explanations for the sales patterns found in this study through a more thorough 
control of the store parameters. These parameters do not have to be strictly quantitative, 
as they were in this study, but they can also be more qualitative, such as assessments of 
the usability and aesthetics of the stores as well as information on the primary product or 
service segment in which the stores operate and their level of diversification. In addition, 
instead of investigating the sales patterns within one common time period, one could also 
investigate them within a certain time period since the opening of each store (e.g., the 
sales of the first year). 
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